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IMPORTANT   NOTICE 
 
 

1. DO NOT SEND FROZEN CONSIGNMENT VIA THE FLIGHT TRANSFER WITHIN 
CHINA 

 
Please do not send any Frozen consignments via the flight transfer within China. Please 
arrange consignments arrival Hong Kong airport / Qingdao airport within the deadline 
stated.    

 
 

2. DO NOT HANDCARRY IN ANY SEAFOOD 
 

Exhibitors who arrive in China through an airport of entry other than Qingdao should not hand-
carry any exhibits.  Should exhibits be detained by airport customs, retrieving the exhibits in time 
for the show may be difficult.  The Hygiene Department in Qingdao would not arrange any 
inspection of all the hand-carried seafood.  We do not recommend exhibitors who hand-carried 
any items of seafood samples to Qingdao for exhibition. 
 

3. DO NOT GIVE AWAY ANY SEAFOOD DURING THE EXHIBTIION PERIOD 
    
      In accordance with the rules and regulations of the Department of Quarantine, China, all seafood 

used for exhibitions purposes only, cannot be transferred or cast away.  This regulation is used to 
prevent infectious or parasitic diseases from spreading into the country. 

 
4. PACKING OF FROZEN SEAFOOD 
 

Exhibitor who have frozen seafood for this event should be packed into foam box NOT into 
carton box, please also put the enough of gel ice into the foam boxes instead of dry ice.  Because 
some of the airline will recognize that dry ice is the dangerous cargo. 

 
5. CERTIFICATE 
 

All the Original Hygiene Certificate, Certificate of Origin ( COO. ), Fumigation Certificate must 
have Government Stamp, without the stamp the China Customs would not accepted and all the 
goods must be returned back to the original country . 

 
6.  TASTING of OVERSEAS Seafood Samples (Absolutely NOT allowed) 

 
Due to the COVID 19, the China CIQ will NOT allowed any kind of tasting the seafood samples 
which shipped directly from Overseas to the EXPO. 

 


